
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of supervisor planning. We appreciate you taking the time to review
the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for supervisor planning

Participate in design meetings
Create and control Master Production Schedule (with third party
manufacturers) that maximized production capabilities while balancing
demand of a rolling forecast for national distribution
Analyze wave configuration to maximize efficiency and develop new
strategies and rules that improve DC flow and performance for all shifts
Execute waving activities and deliver customer orders to floor operations
aligned with service level expectations as outline in SLA’s
Identify, resolve and communicate exceptions with customer orders and
waves to both operational and allocation partners and serve as a functional
central point of contact for the DC in these matters
Monitor and maintain picking, packing & outbound flow through automation,
systems and process including through WMS
Assist and support IT and consultants resources in the configuration and
testing of WM system projects
Functional subject matter expert for outbound WMI as it pertains to waving
and planning
Assists in the selection, training and motivation of associates
Support internal and external customers with a high level of customer service
by maintaining department standards, ensuring part availability and providing
good customer service via the returns process
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Minimum of 3 years experience in Material Requirements Planning or supply
chain experience
Willing to relocate to Batam
Experience in supervision role and oversee the material planning activity
Great communication skill with all level
While performing the duties of this job the employee is regularly required to
sit, hold, grasp, type, talk, and hear
The employee is frequently required to stand, walk, climb, stoop, kneel, or
crouch


